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Professor Berkhof died in 1957, at the age of 83. He was an outstanding American teacher and the

author of some 22 books. After two pastorates, he began his long career as professor at Calvin

Seminary, Grand Rapids, in 1906. Here he remained for 38 years, devoting his talents and immense

stores of knowledge to the training of men for the ministry. His 'Systematic Theology' was his

magnum opus, being revised and enlarged during his lifetime until it reached its present final form.

Berkhof's loyalty to the well-defined lines of the Reformed Faith, his concise and compact style and

his up-to-date treatment have made this work the most important twentieth century compendium of

Reformed Theology. 'The work seemed particularly important to me', writes the author, 'in view of

the widespread doctrinal indifference of the present day, of the resulting superficiality and confusion

in the minds of many professing Christians, of the insidious errors that are zealously propogated

even from the pupits, and of the alarming increase of all kinds of sects.
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Berkhof has given us a masterpiece in his well known (among reformed circles) work Systematic

Theology. This was the very first book on theology I read. Given to me by a friend, I quickly found

myself pouring through the pages. Particularly refreshing is his treatment on man's relation to God.

One question that is before every man is "How is a man justified before his God?" Berkhof covers

the doctrine of Justification in a succint yet thorough manner. Throughout the book Berkhof

combines Scripture with logical thinking. He also offers opposing and varying views so the reader

can beware. This book is not to be neglected, but should be used as both a tool for reference, as

well as a tool for personal growth and knowledge. It is not for the collection of dust.

Berkhof's Systematic Theology isa standard for any serious student of Theology. It defines the

meaning of the theological distinctives in a special and comprehensive fashion to be

understandable for both the beginning theologian and the advanced student.

Great information, I recommend it to every minister, seasoned pastor and all practicing theologians.

I enjoy reading diverse biblical study materials which in turn helps me with my own biblical and

theological thought.

No Index in the Kindle version of this book. Covers everything you would expect in a Systematic

Theology text.

This is the one systematic theology that is the most quoted by other authors of theology.

Recommend it highly however the print on the book itself is very small and hard to read.

Berkhof is a reliable reform theologian. I can recommend him without concern and the e version is

priced right.

This Systematic Theology is One of The Best available. (I would say "THE best", but that would be

presumptuous.)Berkhof's Theology has everything one could desire in a one volume reference; all

the subjects are broken down and covered in their various smaller parts, with footnotes,

bibliographies, author and subject indices. What I find very helpful is how he puts forth the various

theological schools and briefly compares them so that the reader can get a better understanding of

the breadth of denominational nuances. The "Questions for further Study" section at the end of each

chapter is a great help in understanding how much more there is to comprehend and learn. This



book is from a Reformed perspective. I believe it is a standard text for first-year seminarians.

This book is very thorough and we'll organized in its approach and covers not only his beliefs but all

other competing ones. Very insightful and different from most other college level theology books.
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